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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
EUGENE M. NICHOLS, OF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. 

SCRAPING-MACHINE FOR FILTER-BEDs. 

1,150,876. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Aug. 24, 1915. 
Application filed March 1, 1915. Serial No. 11,408, 

To all thon, it may concern: 
Be it known that I, EUGENE M. NICHOLs, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Philadelphia, in the county of Philadelphia 
and State of Pennsylvania, have invented 
certain new and useful Improvements in 
Scraping-Machines for Filter - Beds, of 
which the following is a specification. 
My invention relates to improvements in 

scraping machines for filter beds, the object 
of the invention being to provide a machine 
of the character stated which is adapted to 
be moved over a filter bed, and which will 
remove the sand from the surface of the 
bed as the machine is moved over the bed. 
A further object is to provide a machine 

of the character stated having an endless 
movable combined scraper and conveyer po 
sitioned at an angle to the plane of the filter 
bed, and adapted to scrape the surface of 
the bed and convey the sand upWardly and 
rearwardly and deposit the same into a 
hopper from which it is discharged. 
With these and other objects in view, the 

invention consists in certain novel features 
of construction and combinations and ar 
rangements of parts as will be more fully 
hereinafter described and pointed out in the 
claims. : 
In the accompanying drawings: Figure 1. 

is a view in side elevation illustrating my 
improved machine. Fig. 2 is a view in sec 
tion through the combined scraper and con 
veyer, the section taken on the line 2-2 of 
Fig. 1 other parts of the machine being 
omitted for purposes of clearness. Fig. 3 
is a top plan view of the machine showing 
a part of the conveyer casing broken away. 
Fig. 4 is a view in elevation showing my 
improved separator detached, and Fig. 5 is 
a view at right angles to Fig. 4. 

1, 1, represent boards which are laid upon 
the filter bed 2, and serve as tracks upon 
which the wheels 3 of my improved machine 
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are adapted to move. 
4 is the frame of the machine supported 

on axles 5 mounted in the wheels 3, and on 
the frame 4 a separator 6 is located and is 
connected by a pipe 7 with the lower end of 
a hopper 8 . . . . . . . , - 
A water jet is utilized to convey the sand 

from the bottom of the hopper 8 through 
the pipe 7 into the separator 6, and 9 repre 
sents the water supply pipe for this jet. 
The details of the separator and the co 

operating parts form no part of the present 
invention, and hence need not be described 

in detail, except to say that they care for the 
Sand which is deposited in the hopper by my 
improved conveyer 10 which will now be de 
Scribed in detail. The conveyer 10 com 
prises an endless flexible member which may 
consist of a belt as illustrated, having a se 
ries of blades 11 secured thereto and pro 
jecting at right angles therefrom. The con 
Veyer 10 is supported upon three pulleys 12, 
18, and 14, so that it assumes a general tri 
angular shape, and is positioned at an angle 
to the filter bed as shown clearly in Figs. 1 
and 3. The several runs of the conveyer 
vary in length. The front and lower run 
15 of the conveyer extends transversely 
across the front of the machine, with the 
blades or vanes located at an angle so that 
their lower corners operate to cut into the 
filter bed and carry the sand to the side of 
the machine, the conveyer moving in the di 
rection of the arrow. This front run of 
the conveyer is strengthened by a backing 
plate 16 which holds the scrapers up to their 
Work, and relieves the belt of undue strains. 
The run 17 of the conveyer, between pulleys 
12 and 13, is in a general upward and rear 
Ward direction, and through a tubular cas 
ing 18 which extends partially around the 
pulley 12 at its lower end, which lower end 
constitutes an entrance into which the sand 
is carried by the blades 11 of the conveyer. 
The bottom of this tubular casing 18 is open 
as shown at 19, where it rounds the pulley 
i8, and this opening 19 communicates with 

- the hopper 8, so that the sand which is car 
ried up the tubular casing 18 is dropped 
into the hopper by the blades 11. The run 
20 of the conveyer, between pulleys 13 and 
14, is preferably incased as shown at 21 to 
house the conveyer and prevent injury 
thereto. 
While my invention is not limited to any 

power transmission means, I have illus 
trated a motor. 21 supported on the frame 4, 
and driving a pulley 22, which latter is con 
nected by a belt 23 with a pulley 24 on a 
shaft 25. The shaft 25 is supported in a 
bracket 26, and in a bearing 27 on the casing 
i8, and at one end is provided with a beveled 
pinion 28 meshing with a beveled gear 29 on 
the shaft 30, to which pulley 13 is secured, 
so that by reason of the mechanism above 
described, the conveyer is operated at the 
desired speed. It is also to be understood 
that the machine will be moved over the 
filter bed in accordance with the Work as it 
is performed, and this movement of the ma 
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chine may be accomplished in any desired 
80. - 

A represents the discharge pipe for the 
dirty water after the clean sand has been 
precipitated in the separator and dis 
charged through pipe B, thereby perform 
ing the entire work of scraping, removing 
and depositing the clean sand on the filter 
bed, approximately in its original position, 
without removing from the inclosure of 
the filter. The details of the separator and 
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coöperating parts are fully described in my 
former Patent No. 936,801 dated October 
12, 1909, and need not be described in de 
tail. . 

In operation, as the machine moves over 
the filter bed, the conveyer blades 11 as they 
move transversely of the machine along the 
run 15 of the belt, scrape the filter bed and 
convey the sand into the lower end of cas 
ing 18, then up the casing 18, through the 
opening 19 into hopper 8 from which it is 
discharged through the pipe 7 into separa 
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tor 6, as above explained. The operation 
therefore of scraping and conveying is a 
continuous one, and is performed by a single 
endless conveyer, and while I have referred 
to the conveyer as a belt, it is to be under 
stood that I may employ other forms of 
endless flexible mechanism for supporting 
the blades, and do not limit REE to the 
precise details of construction, but con 
sider myself at liberty to make such changes 
and alterations as fairly fall within the 
spirit and scope of the appended claims. 

Having thus described my invention, what 
I claim as new and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent is: 

1. The combination with a frame, of a 
combined transverse scraper and elevating 
conveyer, comprising a single unit Supported 
on the frame, and located at an angle there 
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to, stibstantially as described. 
2. The combination with a horizontal 

frame, wheels supporting the frame, and a 
combined elevating conveyer, comprising a 
single unit and transverse scraper located 
at an angle to the horizontal frame, Substan 
tially as described. . . . . . . . . 

3. In a machine of the character de 
scribed, the combination with a frame, 
wheels supporting the frame, and a com 
bined elevating conveyer and transverse 
scraper comprising a single unit located at 
an angle to the frame and having its front 
run located at the front of the frame and 
movable transversely of the frame, substan 
tially, as described. - - 
- 4. In a machine of the character de 
scribed, the combination with a frame, and 
wheels supporting the frame, of an inclined 
tubular casing supported on the frame, and 
an endless conveyer movable through the 
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tubular casing and across the front of the 
machine, substantially as described. 

5. In a machine of the character de 
65 

scribed, the combination with a wheeled 
frame, and a hopper on the frame, of a plu 
rality of pulleys supported on the frame, an 
endless conveyer on the pulleys, said con 
veyer having a series of blades thereon, a 

70 

tubular casing through which one run of 
the conveyer moves, said tubular casing at 
one end communicating with the lowest. 
point of the conveyer and at its other end 75 
communicating with the hopper, Substan 
tially as described. - . . 

6. In a machine of the character de 
scribed, the combination with a wheeled 
frame of an endless combined scraper and 
conveyer comprising a single unit located at 
an angle to the frame and having one run 
of the conveyer extending across the front 
of the frame, substantially as described. 

7. A scraping machine for filter beds 
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85 
comprising a wheeled frame, and a com 
bined scraper and conveyer supported on 
the wheeled frame and having a series of 
blades or vanes thereon, said combined 
Scraper and conveyer located at an angle 
to the filter bed and having its front run ex 
tending across the front of the frame with 
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the blades at an acute angle to the filter bed, 
whereby the lower corners of the blades cut 
into the filter bed, substantially as described. 95 

8. A scraping machine for filter beds 
comprising a wheeled frame, and a com 
bined Scraper and conveyer supported on 
the wheeled frame and having a series of 
blades or vanes thereon, said combined 
scraper and conveyer located at an angle to 
the filter bed and having its front run ex 
tending across the front of the frame with. 
the blades at an acute angle to the filter bed, 
whereby the lower corners of the blades cut 
into the filter bed, a hopper on the frame, 
a tubular casing inclosing a run of the 
conveyer, and extending from the filter bed 
up to the upper end of the hopper, sub 
stantially as described. . . . 
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9. In a machine of the character de- . 

scribed, a combination of a wheel frame, of a combined scraping conveyer, a hopper 
connecting with a liquid supply and dis 
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separate the clean sand from the dirty water 
charge for sand and liquid, a separator to 

and foreign matter and depositing said clean 
sand on the bed. 

In testimony whereof. have signed my 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

Witnesses: 
MARIE JACKSON, 
CHAs. E. PoTTS. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D.C.' V - 
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EUGENE M. NICHOLS. 
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